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1. INTRODUCTION
Let F be a finite field with q elements and of characteristic p. In thisq
paper, we construct a family of geometric Z -extensions over globalp
function field k of transcendence degree one over F and study theq
asymptotic behavior of class numbers in such Z -extensions. By the analogp
of the Brauer]Siegel theorem in function fields, it suffices to investigate
w xthe genus of each layer of such Z -extensions. In 5 , Gold and Kisilevskyp
gave a lower bound of the genus for all geometric Z -extensions of k. Theyp
also constructed Z -extensions whose class numbers grow arbitrarily fastp
 .see Remark 3, Section 1 of their paper . We want to reverse the direction
of investigation and try to construct Z -extensions such that the growthp
rate is close to the lower bound.
It is known that very typical geometric Z -extensions arise from cyclo-p
tomic extensions, both in the number field case and in the function field
case. The first systematic study of cyclotomic function fields was carried
 w x.out in 1930s by L. Carlitz see 1]4 . Its application in class field theory
over rational function fields was found by his student, D. Hayes, in 1974
 w x.see 8 . For generalization to any global function field, we refer the
w xreader to 9 .
First we want to fix some notation. Let ` be a fixed prime of k and
 .d s deg ` . Let A be the ring of elements of k holomorphic away from`
`. We denote by k the completion of k at ` and V the completion of a`
fixed algebraic closure of k . Let F s F d be the constant field of k and`` ` q `
* Please send correspondence to the second author. E-mail address: jzhao@math.brown.
edu.
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< =< d`W s F s q y 1. Throughout this paper r will be a rank one Drinfeld` `
module more precisely, sign-normalized and of generic characteristics
w x.over V, see 11 . It is a standard fact that every Drinfeld module is
isomorphic to a sign-normalized one. The sign-normalized theory was
initiated by Hayes when he solved the Brumer]Stark conjecture in func-
 w x. w xtion fields see 10 . Let H be the normalization field as in 11, Sect. 14 ,
 w x. which contains the Hilbert class field H of k see 14 . It is quiteA
interesting that the notation for H and H is not the same even in Hayes'A
U w x qown papers. They are denoted by H and H in 10 and H and H ine e A A
w x.11 . For an ideal a in A one can build the a th cyclotomic function field
 .   . .H a over H see the definition in H4 of Section 2 . For any finite prime
p of k and any positive integer m, from the structure theorem of the
  m. .  .Galois group Gal H p rH see Section 4 , we will see that the infinite
 m.field extension D H p rH contains infinitely many copies of Z . In thism p
way we get a family of geometric Z -extensions.p
We organize our paper as follows. In Section 2 we will review some
results in Drinfeld module theory and apply them in Sections 3 and 4 to
study the higher ramification groups and the Galois groups of the cyclo-
tomic extensions, respectively. In the last section we find a family of
Z -extensions over k under some mild restrictions on k and computep
genus and examine the growth rate of class numbers of these Z -exten-p
sions.
2. PRELIMINARIES ON DRINFELD MODULES
In this section, we recall some facts on rank one Drinfeld modules and a
key proposition which will be crucial for analyzing the higher ramification
groups in Section 3. An excellent survey on this topic can be found in
w xHayes' paper 11 . One has the following well-known results:
 . w xH1 11, Theorem 15.6 Let h be the class number of k. Then the
w xfield of constants of H is F and H : k s hd .A ` A `
 . w  . xH2 11, Proposition 14.1, 13.7 and p. 26 The extension Hrk has
 .degree hd W r q y 1 and is ramified only at infinite primes. Their` `
decomposition field is H . Furthermore, the infinite primes are totally andA
tamely ramified in HrH .A
 . w xH3 11, Proposition 4.1 Let B be the integral closure of A in H.
Let t : V ª V be the Frobenius q-power map. By definition of H one has
 4  4r g H t where H t is the non-commutative ring of twisted polynomialsa
 i.  j. q i iq jin t so that ar ? br s ab t . Let a be an ideal of A. Then the left
 4  4ideal r : a g a is generated by a unique monic element r g B t . Leta a
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 .L be the set of roots of r t . Then L is a cyclic A-module isomorphica a a
to Ara.
 . w x  .  .  .H4 11, p. 28; 10, pp. 226]230 Put H a s H L . Then H a rka
  . .is an abelian extension and the Galois group Gal H a rH is isomorphic
 .=to Ara , the group of the invertible elements in Ara. From the
 .similarity with the cyclotomic number fields, H a is called the a th
cyclotomic function field over H. If a s p m is a power of some prime p of
 m.A of degree d and P is a prime of H sitting over p , then H p rH is
 m. < m.=<totally ramified at P and its ramification degree is F p s Arp s
 d . dmy1.q y 1 q . The only other ramified primes are those over `, with
both the inertia group and the decomposition group isomorphic to F=.q
 .For any a g A and t g V, r t has coefficients in B and leadinga
w x acoefficient a unit in B by 9, Corollary 7.4 . We sometimes abbreviate t
 . afor r t . Thus the additive polynomial t can be written asa
s
iaa qt s t i
is0
a a aw x w x w xwith g B, s a and is a unit in B, where s s deg a.i 0 s
PROPOSITION 2.1. Let P be a prime of B sitting o¨er a finite prime p of A
aw x  .with deg p s d. Then for any a g A, one has ord ) 0 if j - d ? ord ajP p
aw x  .and ord s 0 if j s d ? ord a .jP p
 .  .Proof. Let ord a s l. By H3 of Section 2, there is some b g B suchp
 .   .. w xlthat r t s r r t . Using 9, Proposition 7.6 when l s 1 and usinga b p
induction for l ) 1 one can show that all but the leading coefficients of
 .lr t have positive order at p. Then the proposition follows from the factp
 .that ord b s 0.P
 .Remark. When k is the rational function field F T , one can actuallyq
w x wobtain some equalities in the above proposition using 6, 3.1.11 . See 16,
xLemma 1 .
3. HIGHER RAMIFICATION GROUPS
 m.In this section, we will compute the ramification groups of H p rH.
We keep all the previous notations. We further let C be the integral
 m.   m. .closure of B in H p and let G be the Galois group Gal H p rH .
 m.=  m.Then G ( Arp with order F p . In what follows we will identify
Ä m m .  .these two groups. Let P be a prime of H p lying above P and H p ÄP
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m Ä .be the completion of H p at P. Let H be the completion of H at P.P
 m.  .Then H p is generated over H by a single root l of f t sÄP P
 .  .  i  m.4m my1r t rr t , which is Eisenstein at P. So the set l : 0 F i - F pp p
forms an integral basis for C over B . Thus for i G 0 the ith ramificationÄP P
group
G s a g A : la ' l mod liq1 , a, p s 1 . 4 .  .i
 m.It is clear that G s G because H p rH is totally ramified at P. To0
compute G , we need to know la.i
m Ä .THEOREM 3.1. H p rH is totally ramified at P, i.e., G s G. More-0
o¨er for 0 F i - m y 1
G di s ??? s G d iq1. y 1 ( a g G : ord a y 1 G i q 1 . 4q q p
 4dmy1.and G s 1 .q
Proof. One only needs to prove the second half of the theorem. Let
di d iq1. b  jq1.b s a y 1. We claim that for any q F j F q y 1, l ' 0 mod l
 .if and only if ord b G i q 1. First we assume i s 0. Thenp
lb ' 0 mod l jq1 .
«bl ' 0 mod l2 since j ) 1 and r l s lb .  . .b
«b ' 0 mod l .
«b ' 0 mod p since b g A . .  .
Conversely,
b ' 0 mod p .
«lb ' 0 mod l jq1 since ord p G q d y 1 ) j .  . .l
«lb ' 0 mod l jq1 by Proposition 2.1 . .  .
b  jq1.  .Thus l ' 0 mod l if and only if ord b G 1 and the case i s 0 ofp
 .the claim is proved. Suppose i s m y 1, then by H3 of Section 2 one
easily sees that
ord b G m m lb s 0 .p
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which proves the theorem in this case. Now suppose 1 F i F m y 2 and we
proceed by induction. For any q di F j F q d iq1. y 1 one has
deg
tbb q jq1l s l ' 0 mod l . t
ts0
b jq1m ord b G i and ' 0 mod l by induction .  .  .p di
b b« ord b G i and ' 0 mod P since g B .  .p  /di di
« ord b G i q 1. .p
 .The reason for the last implication is that otherwise ord b s i and thenp
bw xord s 0 by Proposition 2.1, which is a contradiction.P di
 .  m.Conversely, since ord P s F p ) j if i F m y 2, by Proposition 2.1l
ord b G i q 1 .p
b« ' 0 mod P for 0 F t F d i q 1 y 1 .  .t
b jq1« ' 0 mod l for 0 F t F d i q 1 y 1 .  .t
deg b
tbb q jq1« l s l ' 0 mod l . . t
ts0
This proves the claim and the theorem follows at once.
 m.=4. GALOIS GROUP Arp
 m.=In this section, we will study the structure of Arp . The following
lemma is a standard result in commutative algebra.
LEMMA 4.1. Let A be the localization of A at p. Then Arp m (p
 .mA r p A .p p
Now we use localization to find some useful facts.
LEMMA 4.2. Let R be the localization of A at a prime p of degree d, p its
maximal prime ideal, and E its quotient field. Let p be a uniformizer of p.
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Then
 . < m.=<  d . dmy1.1 Rrp s q y 1 q .
 .  42 If w g R, q F i F dr are representati¨ es of a basis of Rrp o¨eri
F , thenp
= =m j :Rrp ( Rrp = 1 q w p 1 .  .  . i
i , j
 .for 1 F i F dr, 1 F j - m and j, p s 1.
 .  m.=3 For 0 F i - m let B be the subgroup of Rrp such thati
<B s a ord a y 1 G i . . 4i p
Then
=m d dmy1.Rrp s q y 1 q if i s 0, .  .
< <B si dmyi. q if 1 F i F m y 1.
 d4Proof. Let S s r g R : 0 F i - q be the coset representatives ofi
 m.=Rrp. Then every element in Rrp has a unique representative in the
form
a s a 1 q a p q a p 2 q ??? qa p my 1 , .0 1 2 my1
where a g S, a f p.i 0
 .  .  .Parts 1 and 3 follow from making the choices of a . For 2 , leti
a s 1 q bp j q ??? s 1 q a p q a p 2 q ??? qa p my 1 such that b / 0.1 2 my1
e  . p c  .Write j s j p , p, j s 1, and choose b g S such that b ' b mod p .0 0 0 0
e < .=<This is possible since p is prime to Rrp . Thus
a ' 1 q b p cp p e j0 mod p jq1 .0
p ej jq10' 1 q b p mod p . .p
p ecij jq10' 1 q w p mod p , . . /i
where b s c w , c g Z. Hence0 i i i
yc p eij jq1a s a 1 q w p ' 1 mod p . . .1 i
Repeating this process until j s m one sees that every element in the left
 .  t 4hand side of 1 lies in the right hand side. Let f s min t : jp G m si j
u  .v f i jlog mrj . Then it is easy to check that p is the exact order ofp
j  m.=1 q w p . Thus by the following lemma, one knows that Rrp andi
 .=  j:Rrp =  1 q w p have the same order. Hence the isomorphism ini, j i
 .2 is established.
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LEMMA 4.3.
m y 1 s log mrj . . p
1Fj-m
 .j , p s1
Proof. Without loss of generality one may assume that pt F m - ptq1
for some nonnegative integer t. If mrpiq1 F j - mrpi then pi - mrj F
iq1 u  .vp and log mrj s i q 1. First, we count the number of j prime to pp
such that mrpiq1 F j - mrpi. The total number of j such that mrpiq1 F
i u i v u iq1 v iq1j - mrp is mrp y mrp . The total number of j such that mrp
i u i v u iq1 vF j - mrp is mrp y mrp . The number of j which is multiple of
iq1 i u iq1 v u iq2 vp so that mrp - j F mrp is mrp y mrp . By considering
w tq1 t. w t ty1. w .t q 1 such intervals, mrp , mrp , mrp , mrp , . . . , mrp, m one
has
ist
i iq1log mrj s i q 1 mrp y mrp .  .  . p
1Fj-m is0
 .j , p s1
iq1 iq2y mrp y mrp . . .
u i v u iq1 v u tq1 vLet A s mrp y mrp . Noticing that mrp s 1 and A si tq1
0 one has
t
i q 1 A y A .  . i iq1
is0
t t
s i q 1 A y i q 1 A .  . i iq1
is0 is0
t t
s A q i q 1 A y iA . 0 i i
is1 is1
t
s A q A0 i
is1
t
i iq1s mrp y mrp .
is0
s m y 1.
Now the proof of the lemma is complete.
THEOREM 4.4. Let A be a Dedekind domain, let p be a prime of A of
degree d, and p a uniformizer of p. Fix a set of representati¨ es S s w : 1 F ii
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4F dr for a basis of Arp o¨er F . Thenp
= =m j :Arp ( Arp = 1 q w p . .  .  i
1FiFdr
 .1Fj-m , j , p s1
Proof. Use Lemma 4.1 and Lemma 4.2.
w xRemark. Guo and Shu 7, Proposition 3.2 also gave a structure theo-
 m.=  .rem for the group Arp when the base field k is F T . Our result isq
not as precise as theirs, but on the other hand our proof is much simpler.
5. Z -EXTENSIONSp
From the discussion in the previous section, one has
= =m m m j :G s Gal H p rH ( Arp ( Arp = 1 q w p . .  .  . .  i
i , j
 4We can assume w s 1 and S s w : 1 F i F dr . In what follows, we fix a1 i
positive number l prime to p the case we are mostly interested in is
.  m.l s 1 . Let E be the subfield of H p which is the fixed field of them
 .=  j:subgroup Arp =  1 q w p , where the product runs over alli, j i
j l  .  l:1 q w p except 1 q p . Thus Gal E rH ( 1 q p . This subgroupi m
f m u  .vhas order p , where f s log mrl . When m gets bigger and bigger,m p
one obtains a Z -extension of H though generally E is not the mth layerp m
of the Z -extension of H.p
To begin, we compute the genus for each layer of this Z -extension. Wep
will first compute the difference D of E rH. It suffices to knowE r H mm
D m and D m since D m s D m D .H p .r E H p .r H H p .r H H p .r E E r Hm m m
LEMMA 5.1. E is unramified o¨er H at all primes except for the primesm
o¨er p.
 m.Proof. H p is unramified over H at all primes except for the primes
P sitting over p and infinite primes `X. Let L be the fixed field of the
 m.= < .=<subgroup of Arp consisting of all elements of order Arp . Then
X  .the prime ` splits completely in L by H4 of Section 1. Notice that E ism
a p-extension of H, `X also splits completely in E because E is am m
subfield of L.
  m. .LEMMA 5.2. Let N be the Galois group Gal H p rE . Let G and Nm t t
 m.  m.be the tth ramification group of H p rH and H p rE , respecti¨ ely. Thenm
 .1 N s G l N,t t
 .  . `  < < .m2 ord D s  G y 1 .ÄP H p .r H ts0 t
w xProof. See 15, Chap. II, Propositions 2 and 4 .
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  m. .Consider the elements of G s Gal H p rH in their direct product
X  j.ai j Xforms, i.e., for any a g G, write a as a s a  1 q w p , where a is thei
non-p part of a. Then, one has the following
X j.ai jLEMMA 5.3. Let a s a 1 q w p . Theni
a g G , G , . . . , G d « aX s 1; a g G dmy1. « a s 1.1 2 q y1 q
If 1 F i - m y 1 then
a g G id , G id , . . . , G  iq1yd « aX s 1, a ' 0 mod pwlog p i r j.xq1 . .q q q1 q y1 i j
Proof. The first statement is trivial to see since all the higher ramifica-
tion groups in the lemma are p-groups. For 1 F i - m y 1 and qid F t -
q iy1.d, if a g G then one easily has aX s 1. Now by Theorem 3.1,t
 .ord a y 1 ) i, thusp
ai jj iq11 q w p y 1 ' 0 mod p . . .i
 . e w  .xLet e s ord a then one has jp ) i which implies that e G log irjp i j p
q1 since e is an integer. We have finished the proof of the lemma.
f m l u  .vLet p be the order of 1 q p in G. Then f s log mrl . Writem p
 l p e:G s N = 1 q p for some e. If i s 0 or 1 then e s 0 by Lemma 5.3.i i
 . dmy1. w  .xNote that l, p s 1, by Lemma 5.3, if 1 - i - q then e s log irlp
q 1, thus one has
< < < < f m < < < <D my1.N s G rp s N , N s 1,0 0 q
< < < < < < f m < < ddN s ??? s N s G rp s N r q y 1 . .1 q y1 1
For 0 - i - m y 1 one has
< < < < < < f myw log p i r l .xy1di d iq1. diN s ??? s N s G rp .q q y1 q
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ÄLet P be the prime of E lying under P. Then from Lemma 5.2m
`
< <mord D s N y 1 . . P H p .r E im
is0
< < < < d ds N y 1 q N rq y 1 y 1 q y 1 .  .  . .
my2
f ywlog  i r l .xy1 d iq1. dim p< <diq G rp y 1 q y q . . q
is1
< < dmy1.s 2 N y q
my2
dmyiy1. d iq1. di f ywlog  i r l .xy1m pq q q y q rp .
is1
< < dmy1.s 2 N y q
my2
m d dmy1. f ywlog  i r l .xy1m pq q y q rp . .
is1
It is elementary to prove that
ord D m s m q m d y q dmy1. y q dmy1. , . .ÄP H p .r H
m m d dmy1. f m< <H p : E s N s q y q rp . .  .m
On the other hand
ord D m s ord D m q ord D . .  .  .Ä Ä ÄP H p .r H P H p .r E P E r Hm m
ÄNoticing that PrP is totally ramified one has
ord D m y ord D m .  .Ä ÄP H p .r H P H p .r Emord D s .P E r H mm H p : E . m
1
m d dmy1. dmy1. dmy1.< <s m q y q y q y 2 N q q .< <N
my2
m d dmy1. f ywlog  i r l .xy1m py q y q rp . 5
is1
my2
f wlog  i r l .xq1m ps mp y 2 y p .
is1
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 .  .Let f Prp and g Prp be the residue class field degree and splitting
index for Prp , respectively. Then by Lemma 5.1
deg D s deg P ? ord D .  . E r H P E r Hm m
<P p <P P
s g Prp ? deg P ? ord D .  .P E r Hm
s g Prp ? dim CrP ? ord D .  . .F` P E r Hm
s g Prp ? dim BrP ? ord D .  .  .F` P E r Hm
s g Prp f Prp rd ? d ? ord D .  . .  .` P E r Hm
s 2d ? d ? ord D , .P E r Hm
 .  .  . w xwhere d s W hr2 q y 1 , since g Prp f Prp s H : k s 2 d d . Then` `
by the Hurwitz formula, one has
1 w xg s 1 q deg D q g y 1 E : H . .E E r H H m2m m
f ms 1 q dd ord D q g y 1 p . .P E r H Hm
my2
f f wlog  i r l .xq1m m ps 1 q g y 1 p q dd mp y 2 y p . . H  5
is1
 .  m.Let L be the Z -extension in H L s D H p corresponding to` p ` mG1
l  n .the subgroup generated by 1 q p . Take m s l p y 1 . Then f s n sm
u vlog m . So, L s E is the nth layer. Then the genus g of L isp n m n n
lpnyly2
n n n wlog  i r l .xq1p1 q g y 1 p q dd l p y 1 p y 2 y p .  . H  5
is1
lpnyly2
2 n wlog  i r l .xq1ps l dd p q dd p y 2 dd y 1 . /
is1
q g y 1 y l dd pn . .H
In order to see the asymptotic behavior of g , we need the followingn
estimate.
l p nyl y2 wlog p i r l .x   .. 2 nLEMMA 5.4.  p ; lr p q 1 p as n ª `.is1
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 t t tq1 4 w  .xProof. Notice that if i g lp , lp q 1, . . . , lp y 1 , then log irl sp
t. Hence
lpnyly2 ny1
wlog  i r l .x tq1 t i npp s l p y p p q O p . . 
is1 ts0
lp2 n
ns q O p . .
p q 1
In the above, we have discussed the Z -extension corresponding to thep
l .  : group Gal E rH ( 1 q p which is the topological closure of 1 q`
l:   .  . .p . Implicitly we embedded Gal E rH into Gal E rH for all m.my 1 m
 j: lMore generally, one could use 1 q w p instead of 1 q p . One couldi
 .even use any element a of A such that ord a y 1 is prime to p.p
Repeating the argument above, one can get
 .  m.PROPOSITION 5.5. Let L be the Z -extension in H L s D H p` p ` m
corresponding to the subgroup generated by 1 q w p l. Then the subfield L ofi n
 l p ny1 .  l:   l p ny1 .. .H p fixed by 1 q w p : Gal H p rH as in Theorem 4.4i
is the nth layer of L and its genus`
1 dd l dW`
2 n 2 ng ; p s p n ª ` . .n p q 1 2 p q 1 q y 1 .  .  .
Now we turn to look at some Z -extension of k. Assume that k has ap
prime with its degree relatively prime to p. We regard it as the infinite
prime `. We also assume that the class number h of k is relatively prime
 .  .to p. Let G m s Gal E rk , where E corresponds to one generatorm m
l  .  .  .1 q w p . Then G m ( Gal E rH = Gal Hrk is a direct product ofi m
 .p-part with non-p-part, since by H2 of Section 1 the second factor has
 .  .order W hd r q y 1 . Thus there is a unique subgroup of G m isomor-` `
 .phic to Gal Hrk . Let F be the fixed field of this group.m
THEOREM 5.6. Assume that k has a prime di¨ isor ` whose degree is
relati¨ ely prime to the characteristic p of k. Also assume that the class number
h of k is relati¨ ely prime to p. Let F be constructed as abo¨e, then D F ism m m
a geometric Z -extension of k. Let gX be the genus of the nth layer F n ofp n l p y1.
this extension, and hX its class number. Thenn
ld
X 2 ng ; p n ª ` , .n 2 p q 1 .
ld
X 2 nh ; p log q n ª ` . .n 2 p q 1 .
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Proof. By definition E s H ? F , E is unramified over F and F ism m m m m
Xtotally ramified over k at p. Let p be the prime of F lying under P.m
Then
Xdeg D s d ? ord D s d ? ord D s deg D r2d . .  .  .  .F r k p F r k P E r H E r Hm m m m
Furthermore by the Hurwitz formula
1 w xg s 1 q deg D q g y 1 F : k . . .F F r k k m2m m
From Proposition 5.5, one can easily show the asymptotic for the genus.
Next, recall that there is an analog of the Brauer]Seigel theorem due to
 w x.Madan and Madden see 13 . It says that if K is a function field with
w  .xconstant field F , then log h ; g log q as min K : F x rg ª 0,q K K x g K q K
where h and g are the class number and the genus of K, respectively.K K
Now one can apply this result in our situation and arrive at the second
asymptotic.
Remark. If one compares the lower bounds for the genus and class
w x  .number in 5 more precisely, their proof of the bounds with the above
result, one sees that the growth rates of the genera and class numbers of
our family of Z -extensions are quite close to their bounds. From thep
w xpenultimate inequality for g on 5, p. 151 one hasn
g p y 1n
lim inf G .2 n 2p 2 pnª`
If we take l s 1 and assume deg p s 1 in Theorem 5.6 then for our family
of Z -extensions in the theoremp
gX 1n
lim s .2 n 2 p q 1pnª`  .
It would be interesting to determine if the bound of Gold and Kisilevsky is
the best and find some Z -extension which realizes it.p
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